Class- 5 Sample Questions

Section I – Grammar
1. Which of the following is not used as a conjunction?
a. beside b. yet

c. for

d. so

2. Which of the idioms mean being very happy?
a. Every cloud ahs a silver lining
b. being on cloud nine
c. under the weather
d. spill the beans

3. Choose the correct prefix to be written before - healthy.
a. able

b. dis

c. un

d. im

4. Which colour do you like? Identify the adjective.
a. which b. colour c. do

d. like

5. Which of the following sentence is written in active voice?
a. The mouse was being chased by the cat.
b. The seeds are being sown by the gardener.
c. She is coming to the party tonight.
d. A quiet and well organized boy he is.

Section II – Reading
The” Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” is a good read
written by Steven Covey. The first, three habits focus on
personal growth and becoming independent. The habits 5 and
6 focus on developing team work and improving
communication skills.
The 7th habit is to take time off and reflect about oneself.

6. The author of the book is writing to ___________
a. Help people develop people’s habits
b. Give therapy or medicine to people
c. Help work well
d. none of the above

7. Which of the following is a collective noun from the passage?
a. three
b. habit
c. reflect
d. Team

Section III – Writing
Dear Diary,
It has been a long time since I have written anything. Today I am feeling a little low. It has been
almost three months that I have not met my friends from school. I do have online classes and get to
see them but I miss being with them.
I specially miss the recess time when all of us would have a good run playing in the ground. I pray very
dearly that this ends soon.

8. Identify the tense in which the following underlined sentence is written.
a. present tense
b. future tense
c. past tense
d. I don’t know

Section IV – Listening
I wake up in the morning by the sound of the chirping of the birds. I hear the Bulbul, the mynah and
the cuckoo. It is a pleasant site to watch them too.
The other day I had a visitor, a bulbul. It got in through the door but somehow couldn’t find its way
back. I tried to shoo it but in vain. So, I kept a little water and few grains in bowls for it to feed on.
Next morning, when I woke I saw it hopping on the chest of drawers and then on the dining table and
finally off it flew.

9. The bird that came visiting to the authors home was a ___________.
a. Cuckoo
b. peacock
c. mynah
d. Bulbul

10. The bulbul hopped on the chest of drawers and then ____________.
a. cupboard
b. dining table
c. main door
d. floor

ANSWER KEY
1. a

2. b

3. c

4. a

5. c

6. a

7. d

8. a

9. d

10. b

